RESIDENCE HALLS
RESIDENCE HALL... A PLACE FOR ALL

Where else can you find... signs saying "all guests must be escorted," a week long party atmosphere, community bathrooms, fire alarms (usually false), competitive sports, study lounges, traditions, people making use of canned foods, get-togethers, 676 prefixes, uncontrollable rowdiness, easy access to greasy eateries, frisbee festivals, lousy living quarters, "limited" visiting hours for members of the opposite sex, and massive amounts of toilet paper in the trees after a big Georgia Tech victory? I'll give you a hint... it's another name for the d-word.

The residence halls around Georgia Tech provide opportunities for students from all over the world to join together in many different activities. People come out of their rooms to relax from studying by playing frisbee inside or football outside. Others grab a group of people on their floor to split the cost of a pizza. Many students participate in Tech traditions with help from their residence hall friends. These halls provide places for students to get together and socialize, relax, or study! Within these halls and their surroundings each student is sure to find some way to enjoy his/her home away from home.

Along with all of the previously mentioned aspects of residence halls, Tech students make many friends in these buildings.

Whatever your interests are, you're destined to find people you can get close to.
The primary goal of the Department of Housing is to enhance the educational experience of our residents. The purpose of the program is to create safe conditions for the students, faculty, and staff living and working in the areas of residence hall housing, and to make sure that each resident's experience is as pleasant as possible.
Area II is the largest group of Residence Halls at Tech. The area consists of one female and four male dormitories. During fall quarter, they held an opening weekend cookout sponsored by the Hall Council and the R.A.'s. A Halloween Party open to all Tech students was held in October with great success. At the end of fall quarter, Mark Aarabi - the R.A. of the quarter - held a slide show displaying events which occurred throughout the past three months.
From Left to Right: First Row: Thomas Nord, John Alonsious, Paul Kramkowski.
Third Row: John Rudd, O. Scott Rumble, Brandon Burrell, Donkey Kong, Richard Jason Kiser.
Fourth Row: John Saccomando, Michael Robertson, Greg Borgstede, Nathan Turner.
Fifth Row: Crayton O'Steen, Tracy F. Satterwhite, Kiel Richards, Michael Harris.
Sixth Row: Vinny, Rene Pirolt, Brian D. Pollard, Brian Pollard.
Caldwell Residence Hall is campus renowned for its mind-boggling excellence in academics and its ball-busting dominance in athletics. This year Caldwell Residents once again outdid themselves academically by capturing the highest cumulative G.P.A. on campus. Two whole floors were said to have had cumulative 4.0’s, although that wasn’t official. The masculinity and pure athleticism running rampant in Caldwell can be summed up in a few quotes made by female frequenters of the hall. “Wow” and “Look at him, he’s so...so big!” are heard quite often in the building, as well as the tip off line “I’m so drunk.”

Caldwell is also well-known for its rocking parties. Due to the enormous number of students attending Caldwell parties, they will soon have to be closed and attended only by those lucky few who receive invitations. Students who yearn to be on “The List” need to act fast, because a number of invitations have already been guaranteed to certain stars. For example, Sammy Hagar and Robert Plant, who have been heard on popular Atlanta radio stations saying “When I’m in Atlanta, I party with the studs in Caldwell”, have already been placed on The List.
Folk is one of the most active hall councils on campus. Some activities include Bobby Cremins’ day, in which residents dress as Bobby Cremins. This day is designed to honor the coach of our basketball team. Participation has increased greatly each year. The Bobby Cremins look-alikes are generally mentioned in local newspapers, and the look-alikes are usually shown on national television. Folk has the top residence hall intramural programs with notable teams being the ultimate frisbee and volleyball teams. Folk's ultimate frisbee team is the three time defending residence hall champion and the runner-up for the school championship this year. Folk is the defending residence hall homecoming champion, including annual top 10 finishes in the mini-500. Folk won the overall school championship "Around the World" contest in this year's homecoming, in addition to second place in the obstacle course and third place in the pinata contest. Folk was also the winner of the overall hall council of the year for 1989-90.
Hefner

Truly a remarkable year in the history of this prestigious organization... The residents you see here are Tech's Elite - Residence Hall enthusiasts, pool sharks, karate experts, diplomats, professional gamblers, and members of the illustrious Midnight Mud Football Team. This is truly the Ultra-Hall, home of the Ultra-Room, home of Attila. This year's famous phases:

Hate to see it... you ain't worth a f---... tighten up... tennis ball wars... birthday showers... electronic eaves dropping... Nadal... Egyptian ninja RAs... Pony-boy... rubber chicken... bad habit... Back in Black... good point... Wash!... Mardi Gras road trip... Friday night dance clubs... power things... stretch machine... indoor smokeless grill... pennies, duck tape, and large, padlocked tar-covered, chained, concrete-covered metal post... TACO Hell... vacuum-cleaner graveyard... power tools... combinatorics... All Night Dance And Exercise Endeavors.

These are the tell-tale call-signs of Hefner men, a rare breed dedicated to rigorous relaxation and prompt procrastination. Take that!
Left to Right: First Row: Kwang Nu, Adam Hazell, Kenneth Dodson, Mike Gain, Charbel Jreissatl, Rodney A. Schrader, Raffy Yaghdjian, Lee Hendricks, Greg Pulido. Second Row: Jaime Cham, Jechun Chiu, Bear Owner, Bobby R. Bramlett, Tim Flanagan, Troy Goodson, Marc Langston, Joe Yun, Zachary Best, Naji Lebbos. Third Row: Scott Radel, Earl Sun, Nate’s Bear, David Bergeron, Kevin Tyler, Kevin Calhaun, Aaron Thomas, George Wilson, John Stephens, Joe, R. Shutt, Micheal Cato, Kneel Murgal, Carlos I. Nieves

SMITH

"BEE-DOO... What's a 'Hokie?'... Die Polar!... Country Fried (RALPH)... Why are my strings out of tune?... We're 21! We're 21!... Sarje, buddy, pal... When's the game? Wake me up just before it... Whose lunch is in the sink?... E Pluribus Nate... A.K.A. Mary... I'll take the zero... I don't believe in A.M... Smith, where the walls are blue!... David and Adam (just wanted our name in the yearbook)... You walking porkchop!... Low GPA... Hickory dickory dock... Andrew Rice Clay... We thought it was bad enough the four of us had to sit here and think these things up, but NOOOO! You're actually reading this - GET A LIFE!... Blow Citrus... Burger Queen... Norm!... Elvis has left the building... He's a special kind of guy... "I will not encourage others to live in Smith"... 3, 4, 5 - Ah yeah! Section Activity... Smith - Just Don't Do It... another case of the V-runs... If you understood this paragraph, you must have lived in Room 122 or Room 123."
TOWERS - HARRISON

TOWERS/HARRISON HALL COUNCIL: 
The Trojan Men

President- Chris Niver 
V. President- Jeff Zakaras 
Treasurer- Scott Alpert 
Secretary- Alex Bryant 
Advisor-Maureen Gagnon
Woodruff has been one of the most active service oriented residence halls on campus. The residents have shown their love of the community and warmed the hearts of the needy with several programs. This Halloween, the hall council organized a party for some mentally handicapped children. Residents participated by handing out candy as the children trick-or-treated through the dorm. Just before winter break, a Christmas party was held for a group of underprivileged children. Jeanie Timmons, the AAC, and her hall council (John Garner, David Allen, Theresa DoVan, and Kim Crawford), have worked hard to get residents to work to better the community. Woodruff strives to show Georgia Tech students that there is more to campus life than homework; satisfaction comes from involvement.